
Arabic association 2018-2019 report 

Department of Arabic had conducted the International Arabic day celebration on 

12-12-2018 Wednesday in the Seminar hall from 10:30 PM. The program was intended 

to honour Al-Haj Saidu Kunju Moulavi MFB for his excellent career in the Arabic Poetry 

dating years since. It has been a moment of harness for the college and department. On 

the stage were, Prof. A H Badrudeen (Principal i/c), Prof. Abdul Hashim (HOD, Islamic 

History), Dr. Anvarshah (HOD, Arabic), Dr. M S Noufal (HOD, Malayalam), Dr. Jaseedha 

(HOD, English), Dr.Shiji Fazil (Asst.Prof., Chemistry) gave their presence. The stage was 

blessed with presence of Chief guest Dr A. Muhammed Thaha (HOD, Arabic, MSM 

College, Kayamkulam) and Al-Haj Saidu Kunju Moulavi MFB(Principal, Al- Hidaya Arabic 

College, Kovalam oodi, pangode).  

At 10:30AM the program beginning with the Quran recitation by Hafiz Azif 

Muhammad (ll Bsc Chemistry). Then Prof. Abdul Hashim gave the welcome Adress 

where he gave a plane preface. The Presidential Adress was delivered by Dr. Anvarshah'. 

He gave a few words about the importance and necessity of Arabic language. The 

occasion was inaugurated and blessed with the professional oratory by our loving and 

honourable Principal Prof. A H Badrudeen. He gave his experience in maintaining the 

Arabic relation in his life. Then the Arabic Poet Al-Haj Saidu Kunju Moulavi MFB was 

honoured by Principal.  

Also Association  dedicated three volumes of Book to the college library. The 

Arabic Poet Al-Haj Saidu Kunju Moulavi MFB gave his thanking address with a great 

message of enlightenment to the students. Then Dr. M S Noufal gave a felicitation to the 

ceremony. Last but not the least , Dr A. Muhammed Thaha was invited for his paper 

presentation. He lead a one and half hour Seminar which touched almost all areas of 

Arabic History. He pressed the Secularist view of Arabic literature and civilization. His 

talk was very simple, understanding and thinking. At the end of Seminar Ijas(ll Bcom) 

expressed the vote of thanks. The program concluded 1:00 PM evening.  

The publication of Al-Arabiya Magazine was done by the Arabic Association in our 

college. The publication of this was in March 22, 2019. Our Principal Dr. P. Nazeer 

officially released Magazine at the Principal Chamber. Al-Arabiya Magazine is one of the 

landmarks of the students in our college. This was the opportunity to express the 

discretion of students in Arabic, English and Malayalam languages.  



The editorial page was under the supervision of department of Arabic. There are 

14 articles in various subjects like History, Culture, Language, Story, Poetry, Biography, 

and Advice. We believe that this magazine has been able to attract more readers and 

provide useful information. This is the first magazine in the Arabic department of our 

college, and it brings more joy and enthusiasm for us. 

 It was the consequence of student's fellowship and hard work that caused the 

birth of such a magazine. We believe such kind of literary activities could be done in 

future under the activities of Arabic Association. 

 


